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It offers a comfortable interior, a pleasant ride, loads of cargo space, plus good safety and
reliability ratings. The RAV4 rates highly for reliability and crash safety. News Best Cars has
been ranking and reviewing vehicles since , and our team has decades of experience in the auto
industry. These figures are based on listings for the Toyota RAV4 on our site. Prices vary
depending on the vehicle's condition, mileage, features, and location. This new RAV4 outshines
its predecessor with a higher-quality interior and far more advanced safety features. Many of
these features, including forward collision warning with brake assist, come standard on all
models. Updates like these make the RAV4 a much better vehicle, but at a steep price. If all you
want is a spacious, reliable, and comfortable small SUV, a used RAV4 is up to the task for
thousands of dollars less. The RAV4 is the final model year of a generation that launched for
Toyota made very few changes to the RAV4 over this generation, so you can find a similar array
of features across all these years. The four-cylinder engine found in the , , and RAV4s is prone
to high oil consumption. Stick with these models if you want a four-cylinder RAV4 from this
generation. Opting for an even newer fourth-generation RAV4 to has its perks but also its
drawbacks. The newer RAV4 has a much nicer interior, more advanced safety features like blind
spot monitoring , and higher fuel economy. The RAV4 is affected by a number of recalls. Toyota
is recalling certain models because of issues with the power window switch, windshield wipers,
rear suspension links, front passenger-side air bag, rear seat belts, and heated seats. Two
recalls also address complaints of unintended acceleration. The remedies include a retrofitted
gas pedal and different floor mats. Make sure these recalls have been completed before buying
a used RAV4. It comes standard with a CD player, six speakers, an auxiliary audio input, air
conditioning, cloth seats, power windows, remote keyless entry, cruise control, and a
side-opening tailgate. The RAV4 Sport trim adds fog lights, alloy wheels, and stiffer springs and
shock absorbers. The RAV4 Limited trim adds proximity keyless entry, push-button start,
dual-zone automatic climate control, and a color-matched spare tire cover. Available features
include a rearview camera, a touch-screen navigation system, JBL stereo, a moonroof, leather
upholstery, and heated front seats. Toyota offers a certified pre-owned program for vehicles
that are less than six model years old. Each CPO Toyota must pass a point inspection.
Additional benefits like towing and roadside assistance may be available, so read the Toyota
warranty page carefully. This is one of the more comprehensive certified pre-owned programs
among nonluxury automakers, according to our research. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration gave the RAV4 a perfect five-star rating for side impact and driver-side front
crash safety, as well as four stars for rollover safety and passenger-side front crash safety.
Though the Escape has roomy seating and cargo space, it rates poorly for reliability, and its
cabin materials are among the worst in this class. Stick with the RAV4. The Rogue offers tepid
engine performance and a sluggish CVT transmission. The RAV4 is available with two
powertrain options: a 2. Front-wheel drive is standard with both setups; all-wheel drive is
available. Acceleration is initially slow with the four-cylinder engine, but the RAV4 has sufficient
power around town and at highway speeds once it gets moving. The V6 is the better pick
because it shuttles the RAV4 up to speed confidently and offers strong passing power, even
with a full complement of passengers and cargo. It also returns similar fuel economy to the
four-cylinder engine. Both models offer a refined driving experience. The SUV feels stable
around turns, its brakes provide good stopping power, and the steering is responsive. The
RAV4 Base and Limited trims continue to impress with a smooth and cushioned ride over rough
pavement. The RAV4 Sport trim, however, is noticeably less comfortable over bumps and dips
due to its stiffer sport-tuned suspension and larger wheels. The RAV4 can tow up to 3, pounds
when properly equipped with a V6 engine and the tow package. All models are rated to tow at
least 1, pounds. The standard RAV4 has five seats. In either configuration, the front seats are
comfortable and the driving position is relaxed. The available third-row seats are very cramped,
however. They are suitable for small children only. Cloth seats are standard; leather upholstery
and heated front seats are available. The RAV4 comes standard with satellite radio, CD player,
six speakers, and an auxiliary audio port. Available features include a touch-screen navigation
system, a JBL stereo, and a rearview camera. The optional navigation system consolidates
these audio buttons, though it still remains pretty user-friendly. The 3-row configuration has
similar overall cargo space, but it shrinks to Texas still reeling from devastating winter storms
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was responsive and cordial. The vehicle was an "As is" vehicle and I was not comfortable with a
purchase. Great communication and customer service from start to finish. I was traveling to
them from another state and they had all the paperwork completely ready to go when I arrived. I
had searched for 2 months for the right car for me. They had exactly what I wanted and offered a
great price. I purchased a Toyota Avalon Limited and I'm loving the car. Great people. I would
recommend them. The person I spoke to was very friendly and gave me all the information I
needed. Highly recommended. Silab was very knowledgeable, patient and helped us find a great
car for my niece. The prices are very fair and we would definitely recommend this dealership.
The Rav 4 turned out to be all I expected, and I purchased , and picked up the car today. I have
only driven it less than a hundred miles, but it extremely clean, and drives well. I test drove the
car. Unfortunately, the car has a very loud issue in first gear. Possibly the tranny and the alloy
wheels are in bad shape. Very informative of vehicle in question as well as willing to
accommodate difficult circumstances. I like to say that today was the best experience I had
buying a vehicle. I highly recommend Latorre auto sales and I like to thank Joseph for going
above and beyond for me. From the inspection, door handle, price and so much more!!!
Anybody out there looking for a vehicle go to Latorre Auto Sales you'll leave there satisfied,
happy, and still have money in your pocket when you leave. The salesman Joseph was great
and very pleasant and passionate about his job.. Joseph was teaching me son how to purchase
the car he brought from Latorre auto sales and that's rare to fine.. Excellent job.. I purchased
this vehicle, however thee TPMS light was on in the vehicle and when I asked about, the dealer
provided me with incorrect information and I was not allowed to take the vehicle to be checked
by Honda before buying. We called the dealership and set up a time to look at the Ridgeline. We
drove out to the lot and no one showed up. Waited for 30 minutes, nothing, no one, no call. No
one tried to follow up with me and let me know what happened. No apology, no nothing! I would
never consider buying a car from this dealership with that kind of customer service. Super
helpful. I made an appointment and they were ready for me. They had the cars I was interested
in ready. I bought the Ford Fusion. Am very happy with it! Vehicle was not in great shape, break
issues and a foul odor coming from interior of the vehicle as well. They are good with info on
the cars and easy to work with. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the
saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone
because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Very
professional and did not pressure me. I appreciate that. When I'm ready to buy a vehicle, will
call Woodbridge back. Lorraine D. They have contacted me several times but because of family
issues and the holiday season, I have not been able to get there and look at their vehicles.
Adam one of the REPS there was polite Very detailed about the about the vehicle I selected The
Toyota RAV4 compact SUV continues to excel in a number of ways, offering a choice of two
capable powerplants, good overall handling, available four-wheel drive, optional seating for up
to seven, and sporty exterior styling combined with an ergonomic cabin. The RAV4's optional
third-row seat remains a tight fit for taller passengers, and many owners find the side-opening
rear door problematic when trying to load some types of cargo. Although the Toyota RAV4
compact SUV changes little for , it continues to offer a little something for everyone, making it
one of the most popular vehicles in its class. From its exterior styling to its capable handling,
good fuel efficiency, and well-laid-out cabin, the RAV4 makes the road ahead just a bit easier to
travel. At each trim level, potential owners can choose from front-wheel-drive or
four-wheel-drive configurations, as well as from four-cylinder or six-cylinder powerplants,
resulting in a total of 12 trims. The RAV4 receives only minor updates for Primarily, Toyota
expands the availability of high-end options packages to more RAV4 trims for , providing
potential owners with the ability to better customize their vehicles to fit their needs. For
instance, the automaker now offers a rear backup camera linked to an electrochromic mirror
with a backup camera monitor as an option for the Base trims. In addition, Toyota expands the
availability of the Sport Appearance package to four-cylinder Sport trims for This package adds
such features as a unique rear door, a stainless-steel exhaust tip, heated exterior mirrors with
turn-signal indicators, and a chrome-accented shift knob with leather inserts. The RAV4
received an exterior update in , which added sharper angles to the front end, as well as a new
grille, bumpers, and taillights. For , all RAV4 trims come equipped with multi-reflector halogen
headlights, color-keyed front and rear bumpers, a side-opening rear door, a rear spoiler, and
high solar energy-absorbing glass. The Base and Sport trims display a black grille and include
power exterior mirrors, while the Limited trims feature a chrome-accented grille and heated
power exterior mirrors with integrated turn-signal indicators. The RAV4's base 2. Most owners
find the engine adequate for around-town daily driving, although it puts out a lot of noise and
struggles at times under aggressive highway driving. Owners seeking more power can opt for a
3. The RAV4 with the V6 jumps out from in 6. The V6 mates to a five-speed automatic

transmission. Both engines feature VVT-i, or variable valve timing with intelligence, which
adjusts the timing on the intake valves to improve engine performance and efficiency. The
package, which enables the RAV4 to tow up to 3, pounds, includes an upgraded radiator, fan
coupling, and alternator. All RAV4 trims feature a unitized body construction, with MacPherson
struts in the front, double wishbone coil springs in the rear, and power-assisted rack-and-pinion
steering. As a result, the RAV4 delivers car-like handling, with a ride that mimics a compact
sedan's. Owners note some body lean in turns and a nose-dive affect under hard braking,
although the SUV also delivers precise handling. In addition, owners note some wind and road
noise at higher speeds. Sport trims add a performance-tuned suspension for a firmer ride,
although some owners note a bit more harshness over bumps with this suspension. However,
the Sport trims do provide a tighter, more precise feel in curves and a more stable ride when
cornering. The RAV4's available on-demand 4WD system, with its manual-locking center
differential, provides optimal traction on all types of road surfaces. However, the system lacks
low-range gearing, so it's not designed for off-roading, especially given the RAV4's scant 7. The
front-wheel-drive Base trims ride on inch wheels, while the 4WD Base trims and all Limited trims
ride on inch alloy wheels. All Sport trims match their performance-tuned suspensions with inch
alloy wheels. The third row significantly reduces the RAV4's cargo capacity to just Cargo
capacity measures a respectable Both the second and optional third rows flip and fold down
with minimal effort, providing up to 73 cubic feet of cargo space when both rows are folded
down. The second row features slide-forward capability, height-adjustable headrests, and a
center armrest. Inside the RAV4, owners will find a well-laid-out cabin with good ergonomics.
Controls are easy to reach, and most owners find the seats comfortable, although the bolstered
seats on the Sport trims can get uncomfortable on longer trips, some owners report. All trims
come standard with fabric seats, although Toyota offers a Premium Package with leather seats
for the Sport and Limited trims. The package also adds an eight-way power-adjustable driver's
seat and multi-stage heated front seats. A center console includes illuminated cupholders, a
cell-phone pocket, and upper and lower storage areas. Cruise control, which also comes
standard, has a brake deceleration feature, while the Optitron instrument gauges display amber
illumination for ease of viewing. Owners will find 10 cup and bottle holders and three volt power
outlets located throughout the cabin. At the top of the line, the RAV4 Limited comes
well-equipped with such standard features as dual-zone air conditioning, a leather-wrapped
shift knob with metallic inlay, and a Smart Key system with push-button start and remote
illuminated entry. The NHTSA awarded the RAV4 five stars out of five for protecting the driver in
a front impact, and four stars for protecting the front passenger in the same type of impact. The
RAV4 also received five stars for protecting all passengers in a side impact, and four stars for
rollover protection. All RAV4 trims come equipped with such safety features as Vehicle Stability
Control, traction control, and antilock brakes with brake assist and electronic brakeforce
distribution. Six airbags come standard, including dual front-side and side curtain bags for the
first two rows of seats. The four-cylinder powerplant also draws generally favorable comments
from owners. In addition, the RAV4's exterior styling and overall build quality received good
marks. Owners find the optional third row of seats tight for taller passengers, although many
are pleased that it's available, since few vehicles in the compact SUV class offer this option. The
side-opening liftgate, rather than a traditional lift-up tailgate, remains problematic for some
owners. In addition, a number of owners have commented on the RAV4's standard audio
system, noting that it lacks the volume level they would prefer. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Private Seller: Calvin. Raleigh, NC Message
Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. The Good. Read more. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Clinton is very
knowledgeable an very helpful in getting us into a minivan. He spent a lot of time with us going
out of his way to get us into the vehicle we want. Thank you for the awesome job your doing.
Actually Everyone at that Dealership is very professional an nice to be around. Thank you
Clinton. Curtis was very helpful and understanding of our needs. We drove away with the car
the same night. Dealer contacted right away. Could not come down on price, but appreciate his
immediate contact. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available

nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Good resale value, reliable
car, good engine and transmission, more space compared to similar compact suv, exterior
styling is good, interior is a bit more conservative, OK to drive, not engaging, lacks some
amenities which are available in competition, interior material is basic plastic. Good for
someone who wants a reliable crossover and willing Read more. This is the second
Rav4Limited I have bought. I bought one in for my daughter. When it was my turn for a new
vehicle I bought one for myself. I love all the safety features, the smooth ride. The only thing I
do not like is how hard the seats are. Fabulous car, great price, easy transaction. CarGurus was
a Godsend as we were looking to get a car for my son in a hurry! Why Use CarGurus? Spacious,
comfortable and easy to drive, the Toyota RAV4 is a top pick for a small-to-midsize crossover
SUV, especially if you want a V6 or a usable kid-size third-row seat. Toyota kick-started today's
wildly popular small crossover segment 14 years ago with its RAV4, which introduced the novel
idea of a car-based SUV. That original diminutive RAV4 has changed a lot since its introduction,
though. Today's RAV4 offers a commodious interior with room for up to seven people, luxury
features like leather upholstery and a navigation system, and an available V6 engine that cranks
out more than twice the horsepower of the original RAV4's engine, yet gets similar fuel
economy. While it has many competitors, the Toyota RAV4 should be among those on your
must-drive list. After a more powerful four-cylinder engine was introduced last year along with
some minor styling changes, the RAV4 heads into virtually unaltered. That's certainly OK,
because it remains a veritable Swiss army knife of user-friendly transportation. The controls are
simple and well-placed. The engines are powerful and economical. Storage spaces are
abundant, and with all the rear seats folded, it can swallow more cargo than official midsize
models like the Ford Edge. Passenger space is also excellent, with an optional third-row seat
capable of accommodating a pair of kids. We'd recommend opting for the V6 model if you can
swing it, though, as its robust horsepower achieves basically the same fuel economy as the
four-cylinder model. This engine alone has helped the latest RAV win multiple comparison tests.
However, there are other options to consider. The Subaru Forester is also worth a look for those
who'd like some turbocharged punch. Still, the Toyota RAV4 exceeds in areas the others do not,
and if you're searching for versatile, easy-to-use transport, it'll make an excellent choice. There
are three trim levels available: base, Sport and Limited. Each one is available with front- or
all-wheel drive and a choice of either a four-cylinder or V6 engine. The base RAV4 comes
standard with inch steel wheels, a limited-slip differential front-drive models , air-conditioning,
cruise control, full power accessories, keyless entry, a tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel,
driver seat height adjustment and a six-speaker stereo with CD player and auxiliary audio jack.
The base V6 4WD adds inch alloy wheels, though they are optional on other base models. The
RAV4 Sport comes standard with inch alloy wheels, color-keyed bumpers and sportier
suspension tuning. The Sport Appearance package available on all four-cylinder and V6 4WD
Sport models includes a spare tire-less rear door, run-flat tires, a leather-wrapped steering
wheel and shift knob, heated sideview mirrors and chrome exterior details. All V6 models add
hill-start assist and downhill assist control, which are also standard on the four-cylinder with
the optional third-row seat. Most of the RAV4's options are grouped into packages, but their
content and availability differs by region. A third-row seat is optional on all models, as is a
back-up camera. Options available on the Sport and Limited include a sunroof, a touchscreen
navigation system and a premium nine-speaker JBL stereo with Bluetooth. The Premium
package available on the Sport and Limited but not with the third-row seat adds leather
upholstery and an eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar support. The latter item can
be added separately on the Limited. V6-powered models can be equipped with a tow package.
The Toyota RAV4 comes standard with a 2. A four-speed automatic transmission is standard.
Optional on all trim levels and coupled to a five-speed automatic transmission is a 3. All RAV4s
can be equipped with either front-wheel or four-wheel drive. In 4WD models, power is sent to the
front wheels until slippage is detected, at which point power is also sent to the rear wheels.
With the optional tow package, the RAV4 V6 can tow up to 3, pounds. Antilock disc brakes,
stability control, traction control, whiplash-reducing front headrests, front-seat side airbags and
full-length side curtain airbags are standard on every Toyota RAV4. In crash tests conducted by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the RAV4 earned a perfect five stars for

driver protection in frontal impacts and four stars for front passenger protection. It earned five
stars for front- and rear-occupant protection in side impacts. The RAV4 also performed well in
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety tests, earning the top rating of "Good" in both the
frontal-offset and side-impact crash tests. It achieved the second-best rating of "Acceptable" in
the roof strength test. Although relatively capable off the beaten path, the Toyota RAV4 is meant
for -- and succeeds at -- a life on pavement. Its taut suspension and precise electric steering
make daily errands a pleasant, although not particularly interesting, experience. Road noise can
be an issue at times, but wind noise is well controlled. If we were to buy a RAV4, it would have
to come with the optional V6, which generates nearly hp more than most segment four-cylinders
yet matches their fuel economy. The RAV's four-cylinder version is a reasonable choice for
most buyers, though, as it provides adequate power for day-to-day driving. The RAV4's interior
boasts a clean design with large, simple controls and lots of storage space. The cabin isn't as
filled with plastic as previous-generation RAV4 cabins were, but it still has a budget feel
compared to some competitors like the Chevy Equinox and Honda CR-V. Nevertheless, the
Toyota is a model of practicality. The rear seats recline and can slide fore and aft to optimize
passenger space or cargo capacity. Normal seating capacity is five, while the optional third-row
seat bumps it to seven. Though this seat is meant only for children, it is at least reasonably
sturdy and spacious. To configure the RAV4 for cargo, all you need to do is flip a lever. There is
no need to remove headrests or fold up seat cushions to get a flat load floor that can hold a
maximum of 73 cubic feet of cargo. This is bigger than several other midsize SUVs. The load
floor is also quite low for this class, which minimizes the strain of loading a week's worth of
groceries. However, the Toyota's side-hinged tailgate can be an inconvenience when you're
parked on the street, as it opens toward the curb. Available styles include Sport 4dr SUV 2.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Toyota RAV4. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Interior has a budget feel, side-hinged rear gate impedes curbside loading, driver seat a
tight fit for taller drivers. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Thought I would
share my experiences in case someone is looking for a nice used vehicle. I've owned my Rav
since it was brand new Very reliable vehicle. Have had next to zero issues except recalls which
cost nothing except a little time. The V6 engine is probably the strongest part of the car.
Tremendous acceleration, smooth, and avg. I'm still on my original brake pads and I'm at 50,
miles. The cargo space is deceivingly big inside. Mine has the spare tire on the rear gate, but
that is actually an advantage because it opens up a lot of underneath storage inside the cargo
area. The few downsides would be that the rear seats are a little hard but they do have plenty of
room and they recline , the steering is a little numb on center, and their is torque steer if you
gun it from a standstill and I have 4wd. But the engine is so powerful there is no need to gun it.
The 4wd drive is very good and includes a lock feature for really slippery conditions. Because
it's a it doesn't have all the latest technology, but if you're looking for a dependable car that's
fairly comfortable with a lot of room and a great engine, you'll be happy. In a few years I plan to
give this car to my daughter for her first car. Ready to hand this over to my daughter with no
reservations. Still on the original brake pads at 59, miles. These new turbo 4 cylinder engines
can't touch the smoothness, the power, and reliability of this 6 cylinder engine. Read less. I
bought my RAV4 7 months ago and I've never liked a car better than my new one. Ride is
smooth enough and all these things I read on reviews about vibrating and stuff, never
experienced it except when I'm driving on rough roads and unpaved ones, quite expected I
would think. My car is the limited model and the convenience of the features really fits me well.
The only thing I don't like about my car is how much I paid for it. Gas mileage is very reasonable
since I'm primarily the only passenger plus my little dog, we're so happy to go out of town
occasionally on weekends with comfort. I agree it's no escalade nor a Land Rover, but it
certainly fits most responsible,low profile people like me. I have , miles on the car, maintenance
includes oil changes, tires, brakes. What else can you ask for, Road noise is a little loud,

comfort is ok, This is a good vehicle. My wife and I both love this vehicle. We've taken it on 2
very long trips and it perfoms great. We get over 26 mpg. Our only gripe is that the bluetooth
instructions in the owner's manual are complete garbage! I've had to take it to the dealer 3 times
to get the bluetooth working. The rep at the dealership who told me she had to "go to school to
learn how to program phones for Toyota's bluetooth technology had major problems trying to
get our phones synched up. It took her over 40 minutes to get it working. She also stated NOT
to follow the owner's manual instructions. What should be an easy application made difficult by
Toyota's good for nothing instructions. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the RAV4. Sign Up.
The RAV4 is a well-rounded package, combining good all-around performance with a
comfortable ride and agile handling. Its engine gets impressive fuel economy and an optional
third-row bench was offered to bring seating to seven in a pinch. Cabin furnishings include
straightforward controls, a roomy rear seat, and generous cargo space with the tiny third row
folded. Some people will wish the front seats were more supportive. The right-hinged rear gate
requires a good deal of swing-out room. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the
vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The
dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The owner comments describe
problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods,
wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps
and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Toyota has implemented a recall on the alignment adjustment linkage. The recall
fix is faulty and is causing the repeated alignment issues and the costs are being passed on to
me". In Mar. Casey Toyota treated me fairly and will watch my tires". They permanently seal the
rear end". They fixed this several times and the issue keeps returning. No issue with me". Had
to have it welded on because holes had become elongated when bolts became loose". Should
not have to replace shocks on a low mileage vehicle". Caught in time. I did not even know they
were bad". Several mechanics did not diagnose the problem correctly and had to replace the
shocks and struts but still had the problem. Started late Struts and associated parts were
replaced with factory parts by independent repair shop. My wife drove it to the mechanic and
they said, it would've fallen off in a couple more miles. She was lucky to get to them without
breaking down. Replacement covered by warranty. Also recall on suspension". Warranty repair
of some kind in the rear suspension". Replaced both rear shocks". They said a bolt came loose
and caused the strut to fail". My rav is not that old and its not like i am overly drive hard on my
4x4. This was missed during regular car service by a Toyota dealer". A significant amount of
potholes or poorly fixed roads. I replace both links". Suspension feels as if recall problem s not
rectified even after several services". Needed to be re-aligned twice". Needed parts weren't yet
in Finally repairs were made at Toyota's expense". Replaced under extended warranty".
Clunking noise and feeling in steering wheel. The front end suspension had a wobble and rattle.
Independent shop was not aware of issue and tried to force alignment in rear damaging rear
end. Dealer fixed for a substantial price. Do not recall hitting anything to cause failure. A year
later they had to redo the recall. Charging me for an expensive recall whenever I need an
alignment is unethical. They should have installed a fully functional recall or pay for the recall
whenever it is needed. Toyota corporate refuses to pay for it. That should be illegal. Toyota has
fixed it. I don't know how long this will last. Buying another Toyota was a mistake". Was talk of
recall problems with rear alignment or suspension. Bought free new tires. April all tires worn
out after 15k miles. Car kept overnight to investigate and research. Given 4 new tires". I had to
be towed". Most of the reparis were covered under extended warranty". Bearing and attached
suspension piece replaced at dealership. Mostly covered from an extended warranty purchased
at sale. They thought it was the tires. My son, a mechanic, replaced the right wheel bearing and
it solved the problem. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Suddenly, and without warning, the left
rear wheel locked up tight, causing the vehicle to swerve abruptly into and across two lanes of
oncoming traffic. I was able to regain some control by releasing the brake and steering to the
right to avoid going over the curb, but the rear end of the car slid to the left and hit the curb
smartly, followed by a similar action by the light trailer we were towing. Pieces of brake disc and
a caliper pad retaining pin populated the roadway and the left tire of the trailer was ripped open
by the curb. Luckily traffic was light and alert oncoming drivers had time to slow down. No one
was injured but if this had happened during rush hour, serious injuries or fatalities might have
occurred. Caliper replaced. Took it to a shop and got it fixed right away with brake replacement.
But if I only need to do this every 50, miles it is not a burden. Disappeared after about 20 miles.
Just needed routine brake job. Replaced brakes. Aftermarket parts were not as good as toyota".

Not sure it was "routine. I don't know enough about the system to tell what was wrong. The
brakes that were replaced were the original brakes on the vehicle. I consider this excellent. I
consider this to be exceptional and do not consider the replacement of the rear brake pads to
be a problem in this case. When I returned, the brakes were noisy and weak, required repairs for
sitting too long. Took car to independent garage to buy new summer tires, and they reported
advanced wear on brakes. Had the independent garage replace front brakes. This climate is very
hard on brakes. Old parts were shown to me. They were right: advanced wear. Would not
release properly". Certainly more frequently than other Toyotas I have owned in the past". Not
clear if a stuck caliper was to blame, or malfunctioning parking brake. Dealer acknowledged the
premature wear and replaced for only labour. Took back to the dealer couple times, still no fix.
In less than a year at 10k mileage, I had to get the brakes replaced. Subsequently calipers and
rotors needed to be replaced in the next year. No hard braking or anything. Plus you have to
push the brake pedal hard almost to the floor for the vehicle to stop. Front rotors, rear rotors, all
four calipers, all four pads. Years ago, rotors could be resurfaced and calipers rebuilt. Now
everything is throw away". Had over , miles on Rogue before any brake work was needed". We
continue to have problems with the brakes squeaking when backing up". Had to fix the rotors
and get new breaks early. While the front rotors where warped, the bake breaks took too much
of the load, so they also needing early replacing". They seem to need doing again after only
another 40K. The front brakes are". Dealership cannot figure out what the problem is.
Dealership said I would have to live with the problem or have and new brakes installed. Toyota
needs to look at the materials used in manufacturing there brakes. They now have a problem
with rust build up on brakes on all models. Same with our old Rav4". Easily fixed. The manual
did not call for replacement of brake fluid. Second the rotors and drum failed unevenly due
mostly to corrosion. The result was a very expensive replacement for all four drums and rotors.
Total cost almost dollars at Toyata dealerswhip.. Lost half of braking system. This seemed very
low mileage to me to need to replace rotors and replace pads ". Other Toyota vehicles we have
owned, are still utilizing original OEM rotors with more than twice the mileage. Brakes and
rotors wore out very fast on this car". Had to be replaced". Then all of a sudden they were
making a louder rubbing noise. By then, the rotors were already affected". First replacement for
rear breaks". Last time told to replace brakes to see if that was solution. Noise is never heard
when I take in". I had the brakes replaced but the squeaking is still there. It came out of nowhere
when I took the car to be serviced for routine maintenance. It was not squeaking prior to the
service". Cleaned, lubricated pads, slides, and clips". Noise is loud and car pulses, but stopping
is OK. Dealer could not help". Checked by dealer and additional shop both say normal function
and everything looks ok". The problem seemed fixed when we last had the brakes worked on,
but within a year, the problem of squeaking has returned". After that, it would squeak for the
first couple of blocks the car was driven. To date, Toyota has replaced before the pads and
rotors a second time. The squeaking is not as bad, but it still squeaks. I have given up trying to
get it repaired. Clearance distance is too close. Corrected without need to seek assistance from
dealer. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Only happened 2x. Doesn't seem to be a problem any longer. Extended warranty
coverage purchased from Toyota covered the entire cost of replacing the entire in-dash
system". Thankfully, it happened with one month left to the warranty. It was replaced free of
charge". Just just decides it doesnt want to read CDs anymore". The replacement CD failed. The
dealer refused to cover failure". Head unit not repairable. Will replace with aftermarket head unit
at some point". Pushes it back out. Once the cd player stopped working the whole system got
replaced". Usually starts functioning property after turning off the ignition , restarting engine,
then turning it back on". It has gone out again. Not worth fixing. Seems to happen in cold
weather. Usually resolves itself. Sometimes turning off radio for a few hours works, sometimes
it just corrects itself after a period of time. The sound is tinny. Sometimes the radio's display
screen goes blank. Sometimes selecting a different preset station shuts the radio off. It usually
resolves itself. Not a huge issue, but very annoying. It meant there was no way to play music
from external devices". I've had this system replaced and it still makes the same message. So I
am suck with listening to one station". I must turn it VERY slowly while pulling outward on to
get it to function properly. Otherwise volume jumps all over the place". It usually will turn on,
but then when I go to change the station, it shuts off. I can turn it back on, but then it turns off
again when I hit a different station. This started occurring during year 2 of the car, and I
understood that the warranty did not apply. I have not changed the radio, and the condition has
gotten worse". When I turn the channel it reads "no disc" and turns off. Now the volume or dials
spin but won't cause anything to change. The only thing that works is the on and off button.
Determined later that the amplifier was dead. Replaced it with a much better aftermarket system
with backup camera and iPhone integration. Volume dial will not always work". Dealer laughed

and replaced it. It was still under warranty. Indicated this was a problem they saw quite often".
The Toyota warranty on its radios was one year. Turns itself off". On third radio now". Tuning
and FM to AM switching has become impossible". I'd turn it on and a line of gray squares ran
along the bottom of the screen. If I changed a station it'd shut off. Toyota replaced it but a
month later I'd have the same problem; I leave it on 1 station. Memory selector does not work.
Dealer says too expensive to fix in ". The dealer said that the front bumper has to be removed".
The water caused pollution control valve to fail. Mfr fault caused many days to find and fix the
fault". Road noise, bumps, potholes, etc". There is a squeak somewhere in the rear interior or
body panels when driving on rough roads. It is annoying but falls below the threshold of a visit
to the shop". The other squeaks and rattles are more body integrity issues I believe. Tried to fix
at dealer but had to replace parts. Someone said it is possibly from worn engine mounts. We
live on a farm, about 2 miles off a paved road. The road is poorly maintained by the township
and it often develops potholes after rain or the snow melts. The interior is cheaply designed.
Happens sometimes when going over bumps or rough roads". We have started to go around the
interior and shove foam in cracks and crevices in which rattles have started to be constant.
Putting the screw back in place eliminated the squeak. There is a rattle in the back that I can't
determine what it is. Crosswinds leak through the windows and doors. My husband and I need
to speak loudly to one another during those times. Cabin noise has increased with age. It is
definitely more pronounced than it was when first purchased". Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Plastic has to be pushed back in
periodically". There were vehicles in the opposite lane that did not move over. The other side
was a steep ditch. We hit and killed the poor deer. After pulling ove". Seems to be a wide spread
problem from information on the internet. The factory denies any fault. Car is Pearl White. This
color has the most complaints. It lifts away from the primer which stays intact. No rust or chips
through the primer. I have also had several wheel studs that have broken. The dealer says they
have been over tightened. Most people believe them but mine broke after the dealer". It was
ugly and progressive". Paint pitted in several places on hood. Brads holding front fenders to fr
came loose". Theses are not stone chips since it's only on two of the flairs and not the other
two. The dealership couldn't explain why". Then it started peeling on doors and other places.
Toyota just now sent letter saying they would fix for free because of the year ". It began around
There was an issue with the type of paint used and Toyota completely repainted the areas
affected as well as providing a rental car while the repair was being addressed. No charge.
Since then I have had a few other random spots appear. I just recently took it to the dealership
to get the problem resolved. It will be a couple of weeks before I get a answer on when the will
start fixing the problem". Paint was pitting badly". Haven't had problems like this with past
vehicles". I have the extra cost color white pearl metallic". I would have to completely repaint
the car which would cost more than it's worth. The exposed areas are premiered. When I bought
it from the dealership, I noticed paint bubbling up, but didn't give it a thought. They apparently
painted over the problem areas and it lasted about a year. It started peeling just above the front
windshield, and started spreading from there. No rust, just paint will not adhere. Toyota accepts
no responsibility but want dollars to repainted roof. Have had entire front end repainted and just
about to do the roof of the vehicle. Tried to remedy a few times, but rust returns. A minor
problem, but unfortunately seems to be caused by an aesthetic feature - the plastic trim in door.
This began shortly after the 3 year warranty ran out, though I am not sure the wheels would
have been covered. I have also seen this on others of the same vintage". They were clearly not
painted properly. Toyota refused to do anything about them, despite being clearly defective.
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Very hard for me to access. Dealership has been notified, but nothing done".
Repaired three times, including replacing the wiring in the steering column". It opens the car
door and starts the engine. When it fails, you get into the car with a manual key that is removed
from the transponder. Then to start the car, you have to hold the transponder directly on the
sta". It was not just the battery needing to be replaced but the whole unit needed to be replaced.
Fortunately the warranty covered the cost of replacement". Spare also at recommendation".
Both required replacement of electrical sensors sending signals to the central processor. The
tire sensor is only one of four. The problem with modern cars is the cost to replace the multiple
sensors, installed to monitor unnecessary bc, is exhorbitant. Purchasing a new vehicle is
stupid. The costs for maintenance after years of use makes mosern vehicles unaffordable for
working people. Recently it has begun flashing indicating a fault in the system". Car pulled off
the road for 4 days". The problem is intermittent and lasts several days. This problem is known
for this age RaV4. Car drivable, but in 4WD. We live rural , so assistance problematic, since
Check Engine Light is a show stopper and dealer won't advise unless on their shop floor.

Received help locally, and now have wisdom. My comment is that I have never owned a car that
had so many recalls. I have a folder full of the documentation for it and have been concerned.
We took the vehicle to the dealership and they fixed it". Seal needed to be replaced". Had to
replace ALL seals". Should be synthetic 75W Toyota should not be so cheap here as there is
better gear protection with a synthetic oil that flows". Despite three attempts to have my Rav4
serviced for this issue, the dealers refuse to do the work. The issue continues and is getting
worse. The extended warranty expires in three days". Fixed by dealer even though I was over
warranty. Great service". Havn't had it fixed yet". Under warranty". Had to replace the entire
drive shaft". According to dealer I need to replace both of the seals which is not covered
apparently under warranty and there is no recall even though the problem seems common". A
slight vibration was noticed at around KM. The drive shaft etc were replaced and there has been
no further concerns. It was handled expeditiously by the dealership. I thought the tires needed
balancing but I was told my driveshaft assembly was failing and it had to be replaced. I was told
this was a common problem for Rav4's. Brought it to the dealer, they told me a rodent had
chewed through a wire causing a fault. Repaired under TSB Replaced evap canister and fuel
tank. Also, Cruise control and traction control systems were inoperative until the evaporative
canister replaced". The system was full of water. It appears that the following items need to be
replaced: breather tube, cover filler, protector, charcoal canister, filter and protector. Was a
known problem but Dealer would not cover cost to replace because replacement cutoff date
was over. Expensive job". Can't use cruise control when alert appeared. Cheaper part at auto
parts store, but too complicated to fix myse". If it wasn't fixed, it would not pass an emissions
test. A dashboard indicator light for the AWD was illuminated and the technician could not tell
me whether the AWD would actually work or not. Maintenance supervisor told me I was racing
the vehicle over dusty roads. I have not returned to the dealer". They fixed problem but would
not tell us what problem was. I was towed to the dealer and a tech popped the line back on. The
car has run fine since then. Waiting to get it repaired, but told it was not a potential danger to
operator or vehicle. Side effect of a failed sensor was especially annoying, as it made cruise
control inoperable. Local Asian auto repair diagnosed as O2 sensor problem. Said to bring it
back when we had time, not critical. Have not had it fixed. Will do next week. May ". Fixed it
once and will not fix it second time". Four year old car with km on it". This was able to be fixed
under the warranty". Compressor replaced". Had to have both compressor and condenser
replaced". Expensive repair estimate. I wrote to Toyota, who offered to wave cost of materials. I
payed for labor. Better deal than paying for the entire job but I still don't think an AC system
should have failed that soon". It was fixed but it took a long time to cool. Then it worked for a
year and now it's not blowing cool air. It's an on and off thing. The problem appears to be
electrical. I did not have it done, but this summer it has been working alright - the warm air turns
cool about 5 mins after I start it up. I do not plan to have it fixed since I will be getting a new car.
A mouse got into the unit,but a nest, and jammed up the motor. Replaced it and inspect under
the hood more frequently. Dealer unable to pinpoint the problem. Transmission rebuild or
replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Otherwise the car has been great". It was
replaced 3 times. The differential and transmission had a bearing noise. The transmission fluid
had changed from red to black in 24 mis. The replaced the differential". The vehicle could not
move forward or backward. It had to be towed and have the transmission rebuilt. The toyota
technicians detected it and replaced it with a new transmission. Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Very expensive repair". Replaced the unit and haven't had issues since. Mechanic
noted that it probably just failed due to age. I had to be towed. Battery was replaced and failed
again - this time it was diagnosed as a failure of the alternator which was replaced. No more
problems since then". After replacing with a new battery, battery warning light came on mechanic recommended not driving the car until the alternator was replaced so not to drain the
new battery. Each battery did not last their designed life". Replaced battery with Kirkland brand.
Well pleased with replacement battery". Fortunately, we had a second car we were able to use".
No issues since replacement. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. I
have not yet had it looked at". Transmission shifts at a lower speed, very little aceleration, low
gear rear-end that hinders top speed. It's not a fun sporty Rav4 anymore". Very small leakage.
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Was able to drive it to a repair shop, and spent about for diagnosis, repair, and scheduled
maintenance. Engine computer was re-set in August Rav4 is not the same vehicle after that
update. Very slow acceleration, lower transmission shifting, low gear shifting ratio and terrible
gas mileage". I put a quart in every couple of weeks". Cost will be to range. I have never had this

happen. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Required
overnight stay to get hose from aftemarket supplier. Not fixable. New water pump had to be
installed". Replaced water pump and pulley". The issue started as a loud engine grinding noise
suggesting the water pump bearings were shot". Toyota does not provide reimbursement for
this problem". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. I had to fix for my
security". Eventually found a shop that was able to sew it back together. I have not tried using
the rear door window control. Sometimes it will only drop down a fraction of an inch. Next time
it will operate normally". Easy fix. It was the last time I went to the deanship for repair". Muffler,
pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. A good local auto repair shop said it's the
heat shield - cheap to fix". According to my tech, a known problem. This happened at about 93,
miles. When I checked the rattling, the muffler also was showing corrosion and a cracking. I had
both done at the same time. It is the original muffler so lasted pretty good. The rest of the pipes
etc. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing
chain or timing belt. See Toyota service bulletin T-SB The problem is from Gear Assembly,
Camshaft Timing". Fixed by the dealership under an extended warranty - which was within a
miles of expiring! The problem was known and was caused by the cam shaft gear. I had one
repaired and the problem persisted. They then replaced a different one and that fixed the
problem. Soon after that repair I noticed a hot oil smell and found oil sprayed all over the fire
wall. Turned out that in the second repair the valve cover gasket had been damaged. I had it
towed into the dealer and they fixed that and cleaned up the o". There was a service bulletin out
on it and the repair was done on warranty. This required two visits since they only r". Reactivate
now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in
error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used There are 14 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All.
Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.

Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available; standard from ESC standard from Side and head protection air bags available from ,
standard from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read
more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available.
What Owners Say. Alignment "The rear alignment adjustment repeatedly goes out, causing
camber with severe tire wear. The recall fix is faulty and is causing the repeated alignment
issues and the costs are being passed on to me" Patrick N. Casey Toyota treated me fairly and
will watch my tires" Gary E. No issue with me" Douglas C. Had to have it welded on because
holes had become elongated when bolts became loose" Agnes S. Should not have to replace
shocks on a low mileage vehicle" George D. Also recall on suspension" David J. Replaced both
rear shocks" David M. They said a bolt came loose and caused the strut to fail" Bruce D. This
was missed during regular car service by a Toyota dealer" Ernest H. I replace both links" Milton
Y. Suspension feels as if recall problem s not rectified even after several services" Stephen D.
Finally repairs were made at Toyota's expense" John D. Given 4 new tires" Gary E. Most of the
reparis were covered under extended warranty" V H. Had over , miles on Rogue before any
brake work was needed" David V. While the front rotors where warped, the bake breaks took too
much of the load, so they also needing early replacing" Anonymous, WA Toyota RAV4 Limited
3. This seemed very low mileage to me to need to replace rotors and replace pads " Stephen B.
Brakes and rotors wore out very fast on this car" David V. Checked by dealer and additional
shop both say normal function and everything looks ok" Joseph B. The problem seemed fixed
when we last had the brakes worked on, but within a year, the problem of squeaking has
returned" Anonymous, MI Toyota RAV4 Limited 3. Extended warranty coverage purchased from
Toyota covered the entire cost of replacing the entire in-dash system" Richard M. Just just
decides it doesnt want to read CDs anymore" Patrick C. The dealer refused to cover failure" Ron
T. Will replace with aftermarket head unit at some point" Mark G. Usually starts functioning
property after turning off the ignition , restarting engine, then turning it back on" Chris S. So I
am suck with listening to one station" Kathleen P. I have not changed the radio, and the
condition has gotten worse" A R. Volume dial will not always work" Terry D. On third radio now"
Anthony D. Air or water leaks "Dealer failed to reinstall seals on recall repair" Philip A. The
dealer said that the front bumper has to be removed" D S. Mfr fault caused many days to find
and fix the fault" George S. Most people believe them but mine broke after the dealer" Donn C. I
have the extra cost color white pearl metallic" Robert T. I have also seen this on others of the
same vintage" Jack-Barb W. Recently it has begun flashing indicating a fault in the system"
Lincoln M. The extended warranty expires in three days" Patrick N. Great service" Allen H.
According to dealer I need to replace both of the seals which is not covered apparently under
warranty and there is no recall even though the problem seems common" Anonymous, MN
Toyota RAV4 Limited 3. Emission control devices includes EGR "Gasoline leaked into the evap
canister. Also, Cruise control and traction control systems were inoperative until the
evaporative canister replaced" Joseph B. Expensive job" J W. Cheaper part at auto parts store,
but too complicated to fix myse" Elizabeth D. I have not returned to the dealer" Ellis C. May "
Ronald S. Fixed it once and will not fix it second time" George S. This was able to be fixed
under the warranty" Kathleen P. Better deal than paying for the entire job but I still don't think
an AC system should have failed that soon" John W. The replaced the differential" George M.
Well pleased with replacement battery" Bob M. Rough shifting "Vehicle can't seem to decide
which gear to be in. Antifreeze leaks "special proprietary hose broke and part not stocked by
local Toyota dealership. Replaced water pump and pulley" Bob M. Doors or sliding doors "Door
mechanism jammed and electric window stopped working" Jonathan L. I had to fix for my
security" D M. I had it towed into the dealer and they fixed that and cleaned up the o" Carol B.
This required two visits since they only r" Carol B. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a

Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. You
can save this vehicle to My Garage by simply signing in or creating a new account. Find your
Toyota or Scion model so that we can personalize your experience. Dealerships for Puerto Rico
can be viewed on an external site. Select your vehicle to uncover all you need to know about
your Toyota, from warranties on replacement parts to manuals for unique vehicle needs. No
Owner's Manuals were found for your. No Accessories, Audio or Navigation manuals were
found for your. No warranty information was found for your. But it doesn't stop there. Emissions
Coverage 1 Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. For Toyota hybrid
vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. We are proud to announce a significant enhancement to our Hybrid Battery
Warranty. Starting with the model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased
from 8 years or , miles, to 10 years from date of first use, or , miles whichever comes first. This
enhancement serves as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and
reliability of our products. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.
Toyota Genuine Parts are built to the highest standards of quality, durability and performance.
Most have month coverage, and there aren't many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. For accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase, the coverage is 12
months, regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the
remainder of any applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with
the exception of car covers. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase
and do not assume any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Every Toyota
Certified Used Vehicle is put through a point quality insurance inspection, with each Used
Hybrid tested to a point standard. Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost
maintenance plan with hour roadside assistance. Learn more about features and functionalities
for your vehicle. From audio to optional exterior components, we've got you covered. We've got
the perfect parts and accessories made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Keep your
Toyota a Toyota. Find service centers and dealer offers near you. Toyota Owner manuals and
warranty information are the keys to quality maintenance for your vehicle. No need to hunt
down a separate Toyota repair manual or Toyota service manual. From warranties on Toyota
replacement parts to details on features, Toyota Owners manuals help you find everything you
need to know about your vehicle, all in one place. Detailed Toyota manuals and Toyota warranty
information help with questions about your vehicle specifications and maintenance schedules.
Plus, learn more about what your Toyota warranty coverage includes. What's more, Toyota
warranty information helps you identify your unique vehicle needs as well as plan future service
visits. Or, get the Toyota Manual for your Toyota ride free of charge using our Toyota Owners
manual free download option. Toyota Owners. Sign in Join now. Select A Vehicle. Sign in Join
now Select A Vehicle. You're almost there. Select Your Vehicle. View PDF. Show Less. More To
Explore. ToyotaCare Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare 2 , a no cost maintenance plan
with hour roadside assistance. How-To Videos Learn more about features and functionalities for
your vehicle. Learn More. Toyota Genuine Parts We've got the perfect parts and accessories
made to fit the exact specifications of your Toyota. Service Centers Keep your Toyota a Toyota.
Keys to Quality Maintenance. Read More. Additional Resources. Countless reasons to join.
Create an account and get the most out of your Toyota today. Reliability indicates how models
have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in
the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available
to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Toyota has
implemented a recall on the alignment adjustment linkage. The recall fix is faulty and is causing
the repeated alignment issues and the costs are being passed on to me". In Mar. Casey Toyota
treated me fairly and will watch my tires". They permanently seal the rear end". They fixed this
several times and the issue keeps returning. No issue with me". Had to have it welded on
because holes had become elongated when bolts became loose". Should not have to replace
shocks on a low mileage vehicle". Caught in time. I did not even know they were bad". Several
mechanics did not diagnose the problem correctly and had to replace the shocks and struts but
still had the problem. Started late Struts and associated parts were replaced with factory parts

by independent repair shop. My wife drove it to the mechanic and they said, it would've fallen
off in a couple more miles. She was lucky to get to them without breaking down. Replacement
covered by warranty. Also recall on suspension". Warranty repair of some kind in the rear
suspension". Replaced both rear shocks". They said a bolt came loose and caused the strut to
fail". My rav is not that old and its not like i am overly drive hard on my 4x4. This was missed
during regular car service by a Toyota dealer". A significant amount of potholes or poorly fixed
roads. I replace both links". Suspension feels as if recall problem s not rectified even after
several services". Needed to be re-aligned twice". Needed parts weren't yet in Finally repairs
were made at Toyota's expense". Replaced under extended warranty". Clunking noise and
feeling in steering wheel. The front end suspension had a wobble and rattle. Independent shop
was not aware of issue and tried to force alignment in rear damaging rear end. Dealer fixed for a
substantial price. Do not recall hitting anything to cause failure. A year later they had to redo the
recall. Charging me for an expensive recall whenever I need an alignment is unethical. They
should have installed a fully functional recall or pay for the recall whenever it is needed. Toyota
corporate refuses to pay for it. That should be illegal. Toyota has fixed it. I don't know how long
this will last. Buying another Toyota was a mistake". Was talk of recall problems with rear
alignment or suspension. Bought free new tires. April all tires worn out after 15k miles. Car kept
overnight to investigate and research. Given 4 new tires". I had to be towed". Most of the reparis
were covered under extended warranty". Bearing and attached suspension piece replaced at
dealership. Mostly covered from an extended warranty purchased at sale. They thought it was
the tires. My son, a mechanic, replaced the right wheel bearing and it solved the problem.
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. Suddenly, and without warning, the left rear wheel locked up
tight, causing the vehicle to swerve abruptly into and across two lanes of oncoming traffic. I
was able to regain some control by releasing the brake and steering to the right to avoid going
over the curb, but the rear end of the car slid to the left and hit the curb smartly, followed by a
similar action by the light trailer we were towing. Pieces of brake disc and a caliper pad
retaining pin populated the roadway and the left tire of the trailer was ripped open by the curb.
Luckily traffic was light and alert oncoming drivers had time to slow down. No one was injured
but if this had happened during rush hour, serious injuries or fatalities might have occurred.
Caliper replaced. Took it to a shop and got it fixed right away with brake replacement. But if I
only need to do this every 50, miles it is not a burden. Disappeared after about 20 miles. Just
needed routine brake job. Replaced brakes. Aftermarket parts were not as good as toyota". Not
sure it was "routine. I don't know enough about the system to tell what was wrong. The brakes
that were replaced were the original brakes on the vehicle. I consider this excellent. I consider
this to be exceptional and do not consider the replacement of the rear brake pads to be a
problem in this case. When I returned, the brakes were noisy and weak, required repairs for
sitting too long. Took car to independent garage to buy new summer tires, and they reported
advanced wear on brakes. Had the independent garage replace front brakes. This climate is very
hard on brakes. Old parts were shown to me. They were right: advanced wear. Would not
release properly". Certainly more frequently than other Toyotas I have owned in the past". Not
clear if a stuck caliper was to blame, or malfunctioning parking brake. Dealer acknowledged the
premature wear and replaced for only labour. Took back to the dealer couple times, still no fix.
In less than a year at 10k mileage, I had to get the brakes replaced. Subsequently calipers and
rotors needed to be replaced in the next year. No hard braking or anything. Plus you have to
push the brake pedal hard almost to the floor for the vehicle to stop. Front rotors, rear rotors, all
four calipers, all four pads. Years ago, rotors could be resurfaced and calipers rebuilt. Now
everything is throw away". Had over , miles on Rogue before any brake work was needed". We
continue to have problems with the brakes squeaking when backing up". Had to fix the rotors
and get new breaks early. While the front rotors where warped, the bake breaks took too much
of the load, so they also needing early replacing". They seem to need doing again after only
another 40K. The front brakes are". Dealership cannot figure out what the problem is.
Dealership said I would have to live with the problem or have and new brakes installed. Toyota
needs to look at the materials used in manufacturing there brakes. They now have a problem
with rust build up on brakes on all models. Same with our old Rav4". Easily fixed. The manual
did not call for replacement of brake fluid. Second the rotors and drum failed unevenly due
mostly to corrosion. The result was a very expensive replacement for all four drums and rotors.
Total cost almost dollars at Toyata dealerswhip.. Lost half of braking system. This seemed very
low mileage to me to need to replace rotors and replace pads ". Other Toyota vehicles we have
owned, are still utilizing original OEM rotors with more than twice the mileage. Brakes and
rotors wore out very fast on this car". Had to be replaced". Then all of a sudden they were
making a louder rubbing noise. By then, the rotors were already affected". First replacement for

rear breaks". Last time told to replace brakes to see if that was solution. Noise is never heard
when I take in". I had the brakes replaced but the squeaking is still there. It came out of nowhere
when I took the car to be serviced for routine maintenance. It was not squeaking prior to the
service". Cleaned, lubricated pads, slides, and clips". Noise is loud and car pulses, but stopping
is OK. Dealer could not help". Checked by dealer and additional shop both say normal function
and everything looks ok". The problem seemed fixed when we last had the brakes worked on,
but within a year, the problem of squeaking has returned". After that, it would squeak for the
first couple of blocks the car was driven. To date, Toyota has replaced before the pads and
rotors a second time. The squeaking is not as bad, but it still squeaks. I have given up trying to
get it repaired. Clearance distance is too close. Corrected without need to seek assistance from
dealer. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. Only happened 2x. Doesn't seem to be a problem any longer. Extended warranty
coverage purchased from Toyota covered the entire cost of replacing the entire in-dash
system". Thankfully, it happened with one month left to the warranty. It was replaced free of
charge". Just just decides it doesnt want to read CDs anymore". The replacement CD failed. The
dealer refused to cover failure". Head unit not repairable. Will replace with aftermarket head unit
at some point". Pushes it back out. Once the cd player stopped working the whole system got
replaced". Usually starts functioning property after turning off the ignition , restarting engine,
then turning it back on". It has gone out again. Not worth fixing. Seems to happen in cold
weather. Usually resolves itself. Sometimes turning off radio for a few hours works, sometimes
it just corrects itself after a period of time. The sound is tinny. Sometimes the radio's display
screen goes blank. Sometimes selecting a different preset station shuts the radio off. It usually
resolves itself. Not a huge issue, but very annoying. It meant there was no way to play music
from external devices". I've had this system replaced and it still makes the same message. So I
am suck with listening to one station". I must turn it VERY slowly while pulling outward on to
get it to function properly. Otherwise volume jumps all over the place". It usually will turn on,
but then when I go to change the station, it shuts off. I can turn it back on, but then it turns off
again when I hit a different station. This started occurring during year 2 of the car, and I
understood that the warranty did not apply. I have not changed the radio, and the condition has
gotten worse". When I turn the channel it reads "no disc" and turns off. Now the volume or dials
spin but won't cause anything to change. The only thing that works is the on and off button.
Determined later that the amplifier was dead. Replaced it with a much better aftermarket system
with backup camera and iPhone integration. Volume dial will not always work". Dealer laughed
and replaced it. It was still under warranty. Indicated this was a problem they saw quite often".
The Toyota warranty on its radios was one year. Turns itself off". On third radio now". Tuning
and FM to AM switching has become impossible". I'd turn it on and a line of gray squares ran
along the bottom of the screen. If I changed a station it'd shut off. Toyota replaced it but a
month later I'd have the same problem; I leave it on 1 station. Memory selector does not work.
Dealer says too expensive to fix in ". The dealer said that the front bumper has to be removed".
The water caused pollution control valve to fail. Mfr fault caused many days to find and fix the
fault". Road noise, bumps, potholes, etc". There is a squeak somewhere in the rear interior or
body panels when driving on rough roads. It is annoying but falls below the threshold of a visit
to the shop". The other squeaks and rattles are more body integrity issues I believe. Tried to fix
at dealer but had to replace parts. Someone said it is possibly from worn engine mounts. We
live on a farm, about 2 miles off a paved road. The road is poorly maintained by the township
and it often develops potholes after rain or the snow melts. The interior is cheaply designed.
Happens sometimes when going over bumps or rough roads". We have started to go around the
interior and shove foam in cracks and crevices in which rattles have started to be constant.
Putting the screw back in place eliminated the squeak. There is a rattle in the back that I can't
determine what it is. Crosswinds leak through the windows and doors. My husband and I need
to speak loudly to one another during those times. Cabin noise has increased with age. It is
definitely more pronounced than it was when first purchased". Paint fading, chalking, cracking,
or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Plastic has to be pushed back in
periodically". There were vehicles in the opposite lane that did not move over. The other side
was a steep ditch. We hit and killed the poor deer. After pulling ove". Seems to be a wide spread
problem from information on the internet. The factory denies any fault. Car is Pearl White. This
color has the most complaints. It lifts away from the primer which stays intact. No rust or chips
through the primer. I have also had several wheel studs that have broken. The dealer says they
have been over tightened. Most people believe them but mine broke after the dealer". It was
ugly and progressive". Paint pitted in several places on hood. Brads holding front fenders to fr
came loose". Theses are not stone chips since it's only on two of the flairs and not the other
two. The dealership couldn't explain why". Then it started peeling on doors and other places.

Toyota just now sent letter saying they would fix for free because of the year ". It began around
There was an issue with the type of paint used and Toyota completely repainted the areas
affected as well as providing a rental car while the repair was being addressed. No charge.
Since then I have had a few other random spots appear. I just recently took it to the dealership
to get the problem resolved. It will be a couple of weeks before I get a answer on when the will
start fixing the problem". Paint was pitting badly". Haven't had problems like this with past
vehicles". I have the extra cost color white pearl metallic". I would have to completely repaint
the car which would cost more than it's worth. The exposed areas are premiered. When I bought
it from the dealership, I noticed paint bubbling up, but didn't give it a thought. They apparently
painted over the problem areas and it lasted about a year. It started peeling just above the front
windshield, and started spreading from there. No rust, just paint will not adhere. Toyota accepts
no responsibility but want dollars to repainted roof. Have had entire front end repainted and just
about to do the roof of the vehicle. Tried to remedy a few times, but rust returns. A minor
problem, but unfortunately seems to be caused by an aesthetic feature - the plastic trim in door.
This began shortly after the 3 year warranty ran out, though I am not sure the wheels would
have been covered. I have also seen this on others of the same vintage". They were clearly not
painted properly. Toyota refused to do anything about them, despite being clearly defective.
Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine
harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and
wires failure. Very hard for me to access. Dealership has been notified, but nothing done".
Repaired three times, including replacing the wiring in the steering column". It opens the car
door and starts the engine. When it fails, you get into the car with a manual key that is removed
from the transponder. Then to start the car, you have to hold the transponder directly on the
sta". It was not just the battery needing to be replaced but the whole unit needed to be replaced.
Fortunately the warranty covered the cost of replacement". Spare also at recommendation".
Both required replacement of electrical sensors sending signals to the central processor. The
tire sensor is only one of four. The problem with modern cars is the cost to replace the multiple
sensors, installed to monitor unnecessary bc, is exhorbitant. Purchasing a new vehicle is
stupid. The costs for maintenance after years of use makes mosern vehicles unaffordable for
working people. Recently it has begun flashing indicating a fault in the system". Car pulled off
the road for 4 days". The problem is intermittent and lasts several days. This problem is known
for this age RaV4. Car drivable, but in 4WD. We live rural , so assistance problematic, since
Check Engine Light is a show stopper and dealer won't advise unless on their shop floor.
Received help locally, and now have wisdom. My comment is that I have never owned a car that
had so many recalls. I have a folder full of the documentation for it and have been concerned.
We took the vehicle to the dealership and they fixed it". Seal needed to be replaced". Had to
replace ALL seals". Should be synthetic 75W Toyota should not be so cheap here as there is
better gear protection with a synthetic oil that flows". Despite three attempts to have my Rav4
serviced for this issue, the dealers refuse to do the work. The issue continues and is getting
worse. The extended warranty expires in three days". Fixed by dealer even though I was over
warranty. Great service". Havn't had it fixed yet". Under warranty". Had to replace the entire
drive shaft". According to dealer I need to replace both of the seals which is not covered
apparently under warranty and there is no recall even though the problem seems common". A
slight vibration was noticed at around KM. The drive shaft etc were replaced and there has been
no further concerns. It was handled expeditiously by the dealership. I thought the tires needed
balancing but I was told my driveshaft assembly was failing and it had to be replaced. I was told
this was a common problem for Rav4's. Brought it to the dealer, they told me a rodent had
chewed through a wire causing a fault. Repaired under TSB Replaced evap canister and fuel
tank. Also, Cruise control and traction control systems were inoperative until the evaporative
canister replaced". The system was full of water. It appears that the following items need to be
replaced: breather tube, cover filler, protector, charcoal canister, filter and protector. Was a
known problem but Dealer would not cover cost to replace because replacement cutoff date
was over. Expensive job". Can't use cruise control when alert appeared. Cheaper part at auto
parts store, but too complicated to fix myse". If it wasn't fixed, it would not pass an emissions
test. A dashboard indicator light for the AWD was illuminated and the technician could not tell
me whether the AWD would actually work or not. Maintenance supervisor told me I was racing
the vehicle over dusty roads. I have not returned to the dealer". They fixed problem but would
not tell us what problem was. I was towed to the dealer and a tech popped the line back on. The
car has run fine since then. Waiting to get it repaired, but told it was not a potential danger to
operator or vehicle. Side effect of a failed sensor was especially annoying, as it made cruise
control inoperable. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used The RAV4 is a

well-rounded package, combining good all-around performance with a comfortable ride and
agile handling. Its engine gets impressive fuel economy and an optional third-row bench was
offered to bring seating to seven in a pinch. Cabin furnishings include straightforward controls,
a roomy rear seat, and generous cargo space with the tiny third row folded. There are 14 recalls
on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Alignment "The rear alignment adjustment repeatedly goes out, causing
camber with severe tire wear. The recall fix is faulty and is causing the repeated alignment
issues and the costs are being passed on to me" Patrick N. Casey Toyota treated me fairly and
will watch my tires" Gary E. No issue with me" Douglas C. Had to have it welded on because
holes had become elongated when bolts became loose" Agnes S. Should not have to replace
shocks on a low mileage vehicle" George D. Also recall on suspension" David J. Replaced both
rear shocks" David M. They said a bolt came loose and caused the strut to fail" Bruce D. This
was missed during regular car service by a Toyota dealer" Ernest H. I replace both links" Milton
Y. Suspension feels as if recall problem s not rectified even after several services" Stephen D.
Finally repairs were made at Toyota's expense" John D. Given 4 new tires" Gary E. Most of the
reparis were covered under extended warranty" V H. Had over , miles on Rogue before any
brake work was needed" David V. While the front rotors where warped, the bake breaks took too
much of the load, so they also needing early replacing" Anonymous, WA Toyota RAV4 Limited
3. This seemed very low mileage to me to need to replace rotors and replace pads " Stephen B.
Brakes and rotors wore out very fast on this car" David V. Checked by dealer and additional
shop both say normal function and everything looks ok" Joseph B. The problem seemed fixed
when we last had the brakes worked on, but within a year, the problem of squeaking has
returned" Anonymous, MI Toyota RAV4 Limited 3. Extended warranty coverage purchased from
Toyota covered the entire cost of replacing the entire in-dash system" Richard M. Just just
decides it doesnt want to read CDs anymore" Patrick C. The dealer refused to cover failure" Ron
T. Will replace with aftermarket head unit at some point" Mark G. Usually starts functioning
property after turning off the ignition , restarting engine, then turning it back on" Chris S. So I
am suck with listening to one station" Kathleen P. I have not changed the radio, and the
condition has gotten worse" A R. Volume dial will not always work" Terry D. On third radio now"
Anthony D. Air or water leaks "Dealer failed to reinstall seals on recall repair" Philip A. The
dealer said that the front bumper has to be removed" D S. Mfr fault caused many days to find
and fix the fault" George S. Most people believe them but mine broke after the dealer" Donn C. I
have the extra cost color white pearl metallic" Robert T. I have also seen this on others of the
same vintage" Jack-Barb W. Recently it has begun flashing indicating a fault in the system"
Lincoln M. The extended warranty expires in three days" Patrick N. Great service" Allen H.
According to dealer I need to replace both of the seals which is not covered apparently under
warranty and there is no recall even though the problem seems common" Anonymous, MN
Toyota RAV4 Limited 3. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.

Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Select a Trimlevel:. Door Jamb
Switch Front, Rear. Part
xterra fuse box
2003 ford ranger repair manual
ford contour alternator
Number : Supersession s : ; D; Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Related Products. Hood
Protector. Fog Lights - Relay - Service. Cargo Tray. TRD Oil Cap. Cargo Net - Hammock.
Additional dealer discounts may apply. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Charles
Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Enter your zip code: View
More Dealers. People Also Bought. Ambient Air Temperature Sensor. Pedal Height Adjustment
Switch. Email this product. Email Address. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications,
features, equipment, technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based
upon information available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are
for mainland U. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we
are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

